Weekly News – 12th May 2017

Year Two
Dear Parents/Carers,
This week we have been working hard on story telling skills and our
understanding of problem solving questions. We also enjoyed a workshop
from the Rainbow Theatre.
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English
We have been using our plans this week to write our own alternative traditional
tale. We have looked carefully at our writing and edited it so that we are
including the correct punctuation and a range of descriptive language.
Challenge: Can you improve the descriptive language in a traditional tale of
your choice?
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Maths
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We have been revising the areas of time, capacity, data, shape and number
this week and working through some problem solving questions about each
topic. We have looked carefully at the methods we use to solve problems and
made sure we checked our answers.
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Challenge: Have a go at following a recipe to practice these skills!
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Topic
This week we have explored eye witness accounts of the Great Fire of London
and thought about what it might be like to experience this event in history. We
wrote diary entries to include what we could hear, see, feel and smell.
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Notices
To reward Year 2 for their hard work through the SAT’s, we are having a picnic in school on Friday 19th May. The
school will provide packed lunches for those who have ordered hot dinners for this day. Feel free to supplement this
with your own snacks or fruit.
Please bring in your small cardboard boxes for when we start building our Tudor houses next week. Please bring these
in a named bag, along with any other materials that you would like to use.
Please make sure that you return your reply slips for the summer trips; even if you have already paid on Parent Mail.
The information provided on these slips will help us to prepare for the trips.
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